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Scaling Graph Algorithms
• Type of algorithms

• PageRank
• Shortest path
• Clustering 
• Connected component

• Requirements
• Support for in-memory iterative computation
• Scaling to large graphs in a distributed system
• Fault-tolerance
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Why Pregel
• Existing solutions unsuitable for large graphs

• Custom distributed system à hard to implement right
• MapReduce à Poor support for iterative computation
• Single-node libraries à Don’t scale
• Distributed libraries à Not fault tolerant
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“Think Like a Vertex”
• Vertex in input graph = stateful worker thread
• Each vertex executes the same UDF
• Vertices send messages to other vertices

• Typically neighbors in the input graph, but not necessarily
• Easy to scale to large graphs: partition by vertex
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Complexities of Graph Processing
• Poor locality of memory access
• Little work per vertex
• Changing degree of parallelism during execution
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Bulk Synchronous Parallel Model
• Computation is a sequence of supersteps
• At each superstep

• Processes consume input messages using UDF
• Update their state
• Change topology (if needed)
• Send output messages (typically to neighbors)
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Termination
• Vertices can vote to halt and deactivate themselves
• A vertex is re-activated when it receives a message
• Termination: no more active vertices
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Excercise: Connected Component
• (Strongly) connected component

• Each vertex can reach every other vertex
• How to implement it in Pregel?
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Exercise: SSSP
• Single-Source Shortest Path (SSSP)

• Given one vertex source
• Find shortest path of each vertex from source
• Distance: Weighted edges (positive weights)

• How to implement it in Pregel?
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• Input: Graph (weighted edges), source vertex
• Output: Min distance between the source and all 
other vertices
• TLV implementation

vertex code:
Receive distances from neighbors, extract minimum

If minimum is smaller than current distance
Replace current distance with minimum
For each edge

Send current distance + edge weight
Halt

SSSP
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Example of TLV Run

5

Algorithm 1: Single Source Shortest Path for a Synchronized TLAV Framework
input: A graph (V,E) = G with vertices v 2 V and edges from i! j s.t. eij 2 E,

and starting point vertex vs 2 V

foreach v 2 V do shrtest path lenv  1; /* initialize each vertex data to 1 */
send (0, vs); /* to activate, send msg of 0 to starting point */
repeat /* The outer loop is synchronized with BSP-styled barriers */

for v 2 V do in parallel /* vertices execute in parallel */
/* vertices inactive by default; activated when msg received */
/* compute minimum value received from incoming neighbors */

1 minIncomingData min(receive (path length));
/* set current vertex-data to minimum value */

2 if minIncomingData < shrtest path lenv then
3 shrtest path lenv  minIncomingData;
4 foreach evj 2 E do

/* send shortest path + edge weight to outgoing edges */
5 path length shrtest path lenv+weighte;
6 send (path length, j);
7 end
8 end
9 halt ();

end
until no more messages are sent;

1 1
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4 Superstep 0
message values = 2 and 4

1 2 0 4
Superstep 1

message values = 4, 3, and 8

4 2 0 3
Superstep 2

message values = 6 and 7

4 2 0 3
Superstep 3

Complete, no new messages

FIG. 3: Computing the Single Source Shortest Path in a graph. Dashed lines between supersteps represent
messages (with values listed to the right), and shaded vertices are inactive. Edge weights pictorially included

in first layer for Superstep 0, then subsequently omitted.

tate how computations for a particular topology uti-
lize the underlying hardware.

This section introduces the four principle pillars
of TLAV frameworks. They are:

1. Timing - How user-defined vertex programs
are scheduled for execution

2. Communication - How vertex program data is
made accessible to other vertex programs

3. Execution Model - Implementation of vertex
program execution and flow of data

4. Partitioning - How vertices of the graph, orig-
inally in storage, are divided up to be stored

across memory of the system’s multiple[? ]
worker machines

The discussion proceeds as follows: the tim-
ing policy of vertex programs is presented in Sub-
section III A, where system execution can be syn-
chronous, asynchronous, or hybrid. Communica-
tion between vertex programs is presented in Sub-
section III B, where intermediate data is shared pri-
marily through message-passing or shared-memory.
The implementation of vertex program execution is
presented in Subsection III C, which overviews pop-
ular models of program execution and demonstrates
how a particular model implementation impacts ex-

vertex code:
Receive distances from neighbors, extract minimum

If minimum is smaller than current distance
Replace current distance with minimum
For each edge
Send current distance + edge weight
Halt
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Matrix-Vector Multiplication in TLV
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• Page-Rank has similar structure
• But can use non-linear functions (UDFs)
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Advantages over MapReduce
• Pregel has stateful workers
• MapReduce does not
• How would you implement the previous algorithms 
using MapReduce?
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Pregel System
• Input partitioning: Vertices à partitions à worker

• Custom partitioning allowed
• Multiple partitions per worker for load balance

• Master controls
• Global execution flow and barriers
• Checkpointing and recovery

• Message passing
• Local: updates to shared memory
• Distributed: asynchronous message passing
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State Management
• Accessing state from Worker

• State encapsulated in a VertexValue object
• Explicit method to get and modify the value

• Q: Why this design?
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Combiners and Aggregators
• Combiners 

• Similar to MapReduce
• Aggregate multiple messages to same recipient from same 
server into a single message
• Also executed at the receiver side to save space

• Aggregators
• Master collects data from vertices at the end of a superstep

• Workers aggregate locally and use tree-based structure to aggregate to master
• Broadcast the result to all vertices before the next superstep
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Topology Mutations
• Need to guarantee determinism
• But mutations might be conflicting
• Criteria

• Mutations arbitrated by interested vertex 
• Partial ordering among mutations
• User-defined arbitration
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Fault Tolerance
• Option 1: Checkpointing and rollback
• Option 2: Confined recovery

• Log messages
• Does not require global rollback
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Beyond Pregel
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Problem: Graphs are Skewed!
• Long time to process all incoming messages
• Lots of output messages
• Lots of edge metadata to keep
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Gather-Apply-Scatter (PowerGraph)
• Replicate high degree vertices
• Gather, Apply, Scatter (GAS)
• Edge-centric: updates computed per edge
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Figure 5: The communication pattern of the PowerGraph ab-

straction when using a vertex-cut. Gather function runs locally

on each machine and then one accumulators is sent from each

mirror to the master. The master runs the apply function and

then sends the updated vertex data to all mirrors. Finally the

scatter phase is run in parallel on mirrors.

5.1 Balanced p-way Vertex-Cut

By factoring the vertex program along the edges in the
graph, The PowerGraph abstraction allows a single vertex-
program to span multiple machines. In Fig. 5 a single high
degree vertex program has been split across two machines
with the gather and scatter functions running in parallel
on each machine and accumulator and vertex data being
exchanged across the network.

Because the PowerGraph abstraction allows a single
vertex-program to span multiple machines, we can im-
prove work balance and reduce communication and stor-
age overhead by evenly assigning edges to machines and
allowing vertices to span machines. Each machine only
stores the edge information for the edges assigned to that
machine, evenly distributing the massive amounts of edge
data. Since each edge is stored exactly once, changes to
edge data do not need to be communicated. However,
changes to vertex must be copied to all the machines it
spans, thus the storage and network overhead depend on
the number of machines spanned by each vertex.

We minimize storage and network overhead by lim-
iting the number of machines spanned by each vertex.
A balanced p-way vertex-cut formalizes this objective
by assigning each edge e ∈ E to a machine A(e) ∈
{1, . . . , p}. Each vertex then spans the set of machines
A(v) ⊆ {1, . . . , p} that contain its adjacent edges. We de-
fine the balanced vertex-cut objective:

min
A

1

|V | ∑
v∈V

|A(v)| (5.3)

s.t. max
m

|{e ∈ E | A(e) = m}| ,< λ
|E|

p
(5.4)

where the imbalance factor λ ≥ 1 is a small constant. We
use the term replicas of a vertex v to denote the |A(v)|
copies of the vertex v: each machine in A(v) has a replica
of v. Because changes to vertex data are communicated
to all replicas, the communication overhead is also given
by |A(v)|. The objective (Eq. 5.3) therefore minimizes the
average number of replicas in the graph and as a conse-
quence the total storage and communication requirements

of the PowerGraph engine.
For each vertex v with multiple replicas, one of the

replicas is randomly nominated as the master which main-
tains the master version of the vertex data. All remaining
replicas of v are then mirrors and maintain a local cached
read only copy of the vertex data. (e.g., Fig. 4b). For in-
stance, in Fig. 4b we construct a three-way vertex-cut of a
graph yielding only 2 mirrors. Any changes to the vertex
data (e.g., the Apply function) must be made to the master
which is then immediately replicated to all mirrors.

Vertex-cuts address the major issues associated with
edge-cuts in power-law graphs. Percolation theory [3]
suggests that power-law graphs have good vertex-cuts.
Intuitively, by cutting a small fraction of the very high
degree vertices we can quickly shatter a graph. Further-
more, because the balance constraint (Eq. 5.4) ensures
that edges are uniformly distributed over machines, we
naturally achieve improved work balance even in the pres-
ence of very high-degree vertices.

The simplest method to construct a vertex cut is to
randomly assign edges to machines. Random (hashed)
edge placement is fully data-parallel, achieves nearly per-
fect balance on large graphs, and can be applied in the
streaming setting. In the following theorem, we relate the
expected normalized replication factor (Eq. 5.3) to the
number of machines and the power-law constant α .

Theorem 5.2 (Randomized Vertex Cuts). A random

vertex-cut on p machines has an expected replication:
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where D[v] denotes the degree of vertex v. For a power-

law graph the expected replication (Fig. 6a) is determined

entirely by the power-law constant α:
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where h|V | (α) = ∑|V |−1
d=1 d−α is the normalizing constant

of the power-law Zipf distribution.

Proof. By linearity of expectation:
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E [|A(v)|] , (5.7)

The expected replication E [|A(v)|] of a single vertex v

can be computed by considering the process of randomly
assigning the D[v] edges adjacent to v. Let the indicator
Xi denote the event that vertex v has at least one of its
edges on machine i. The expectation E [Xi] is then:

E [Xi] = 1− P(v has no edges on machine i) (5.8)

= 1−

$
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1

p

%D[v]

, (5.9)
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Graph Processing on Top of Spark
• Unified approach to different types of analytics

• No data transfers required
• Single, homogeneous execution environment
• Similar argument as SparkSQL
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Graph as RDDs
• Vertex collection

• (vertex ID, properties)
• Edge collection

• (source vertex ID, destination vertex ID, properties)
• Composable with other collections

• Different vertex collections for same graph (edges)
• Vertex and edge collections used for further analysis
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Basic Graph Computation Stages
• Join stage: build (source, edge, destination) triplets

• Used to calculate outgoing messages

• Group-by stage: gather messages for destination
• Used to update destination vertex state
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GraphX Operators
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Pregel on GraphX
• mrTriplets

• join to get triplets
• map + groupBy
• generate msgs from triplet
• gather them by dst

• leftJoinV
• join by source ID

• mapV
• apply function to all vertices
• generate output messages

29
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Compressed Sparse Row (CSR)
• Compact representation of graph data 

• Also used for sparse matrices
• Read-only

• Two sequential arrays
• Vertex array: at source vertex ID, contains offset of edge array 
where destinations are located
• Edge array: list of destination vertex IDs
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Distributed Graph Representation
• Edge partition gathers all incident vertices into triplets

• Vertex mirroring (GAS): vertex data replicated
• Routing table: co-partitioned with vertices

• For each vertex: set of edge partitions with adjacent edges


